


As a former diplomat turned entrepreneur, I 
have played various roles in representing 
and championing the Philippines. Yet, 

throughout this journey, I have consistently acted 
as a salesman for my country. I have witnessed 
how solid country branding can propel a nation to 
global prominence, with Japan and South Korea 
serving as prime examples. Their meticulous 
investments in nation branding have significantly 
contributed to their global standing, and I 
passionately believe that now is the time for the 
Philippines to follow suit.

The current global climate offers an opportune 
moment for the Philippines to develop and promote 
its nation brand. Benefits include increased foreign 
investment, tourism growth and an enhanced 
international image. Our unique culture, stunning 
natural beauty and thriving economy deserve to 
be showcased on the world stage.

The creation of a National Branding Council 
is essential for the success of this endeavor. 
This council will champion the development and 
promotion of the Philippines’ nation brand, and 
ensure a consistent and compelling narrative. It will 
also develop cohesive strategies in collaboration 
with both the public and private sectors, securing 

long-term success and sustainability.

I am pleased to share that after presenting 
this case to the Management Association of the 
Philippines (MAP), the largest association of 
Philippine business executives, the MAP board of 
governors has unanimously agreed to present a 
position paper to the Office of the President of 
the Philippines in support of creating a National 
Branding Council. This gesture signifies the 
commitment and cooperation of the business 
community in advancing this important initiative.

The collaboration between the government 
and the private sector is crucial for the success 
of this project. The government must create a 
favorable environment, set policies and allocate 
resources for branding initiatives, while the private 
sector can offer expertise, financial resources and 
collaboration opportunities.

Japan and South Korea have effectively 
leveraged their nation brands to drive growth and 
development. Japan has cultivated a brand that 
highlights its rich cultural heritage, technological 
expertise and commitment to quality, leading to 
global recognition and respect. South Korea has 
capitalized on the popularity of its entertainment 
industry, cutting-edge technology and vibrant 
culture to become a global powerhouse.

The Philippines possesses immense potential, 
and the world is eager to discover our beautiful 
nation. Our rich history, cultural diversity and 
unwavering resilience can be channeled into a 
cohesive narrative that showcases the best of the 
Philippines. We must harness these qualities and 
share our unique story with the world.

As we embark on this journey, it is crucial for 
the nation to rally behind this effort. A solid nation 
brand not only elevates our country’s standing 
but also instills pride and unity among Filipinos.

The success of a Philippine nation brand relies 
on the dedication, cooperation and passion of 
every citizen. Together, we can ensure that our 
nation’s story is shared and celebrated worldwide.

Now is the time for the Philippines to seize 
this opportunity and take its rightful place on the 
global stage. INQ

The author chairs the Tourism Committee of the 
Management Association of the Philippines. He 
is chair and CEO of The EON Group. Feedback 
at map@map.org.ph and junie.delmundo@eon.
com.ph.

“Uniting Philippines  
in pursuit of a  
powerful nation brand”
 (from page 1)
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If you’re into running or marathons, you 
most likely have experienced extreme 
exhaustion at some point during a run 

and the need to catch your breath. You 
close your eyes for a few seconds, take a 
deep breath, and then suddenly you find 
the strength to press on at top performance 
with less exertion. This phenomenon is called 
“second wind,” which is the result of the 
body finding the proper balance of oxygen to 
counteract the build-up of lactic acid in the 
muscles, or due to endorphin production, 
or even just a purely psychological effect.

But whatever its cause may be, it is 
the moment of finding renewed energy to 
perform again. That is why we use the term 
“second wind” as a metaphor to describe 
the moment of revitalization to continue 
past the point one is thought to be at one’s 
prime or an abject failure, whether in sports, 
career, one’s business, or life in general.

Extraordinarily successful entrepreneur 
Elon Musk experienced his second wind 
in business long after he invested in 
Tesla Motors, the automotive company 

that produces electric cars, in 2004. The 
struggling company nearly collapsed in 
2008 during the financial crisis. In February 
2010, Musk filed for bankruptcy amid an 
emotional divorce and had been living off 
personal loans from friends since October 
2009. Tesla had been losing money such 
that Musk needed to throw everything he 
had into keeping the company alive.

In the first quarter of 2013, Tesla posted 
profits for the first time in its history. Now, 
Musk’s net worth is $187.9 billion, with the 
stellar performance of Tesla shares. His 
recent investments include Twitter, apart 
from his privately held spacecraft-maker 
SpaceX, which has a $1.15-billion contract 
with NASA for a second Artemis lander 
mission.

Second wind also happens in one’s career. 
An example is Nancy Berk of Pittsburgh, as 
told in Forbes. She left her stable job as a 
clinical psychology professor in a university 
when she was 45 to pursue her second-
wind career as a stand-up comedian and 
humor writer.

Her first career was due to her interest 
in medicine, but the use of humor in her 
day-to-day life led her to an “emotionally, 
financially, and creatively profitable” career. 
She combined her years of experience in 
examining and learning about the human 
mind with her love for humor. Nowadays, 
she writes for Forbes.com Hollywood & 
Entertainment, and has contributed to 
PARADE, the Huffington Post, and MORE 
Magazine.

Tremendous changes in one’s life — 
may it be a career shift or a prolonged 
business downturn — can be risky, if not 
outright scary, because of unforeseen 
consequences. But understanding how a 
second wind works can shed light on how 
to successfully manage the transition and 
ultimately experience it.

A second wind starts with a clear vision 

“Second wind”
(from page 1)
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and the passion to do and act on something. 
Musk had a laser-focused vision and goal of 
creating a zero-emissions form of transport 
and revolutionizing inter-planetary travel. 
Nancy Berk had her passion for comedy and 
humor which she showed while practicing 
clinical psychology. Vision and passion fuel 
the renewed energy to go on.

A second wind also requires a sense of 
urgency to pursue that vision or passion. 
Musk took loans from banks and investors 
to continue funding his ventures. He 
hired experienced executives to help run 
the different functions in his automotive 
startup. Berk continuously writes day and 
night to perfect her new-found craft in 
humor writing.

Lastly, a second wind entails unwavering 
determination to do what you love doing. 
Lack of experience in technical know-
how in the automotive industry, and even 
bankruptcy, did not stop Musk from achieving 
what he has today. Berk took the risk of 
leaving her stable job and pursued her new 
career, even accepting a cut in income at 
the start because she was resolute in doing 
what she loves to do.

A second wind can also happen in one’s 
life in general, may it be pursuing a new 
hobby, experiencing a new relationship, or 
undertaking a social cause. It starts with 
renewed energy from a vision or passion 
and resolutely acting on realizing your 
goals.

Reynaldo C. Lugtu, Jr. is a member of 
the MAP ICT Committee. He is founder 
and CEO of Hungry Workhorse, a 
digital and culture transformation 
consulting firm. He is a fellow at 
the US-based Institute for Digital 
Transformation. He teaches strategic 
management in the MBA Program of 

De La Salle University.

map@map.org.ph
rey.lugtu@hungryworkhorse.com
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NO FREE LUNCH

The curse of 
bad governance

By: Cielito F. Habito 
@inquirerdotnet Philippine Daily Inquirer 

/ 04:30 AM April 25, 2023

I’m far from alone in believing that bad governance 
has been our biggest block to keeping in step with our 
more progressive neighbors and peers who once upon 

a time looked up to us but have now left us far behind. Let 
me single out five faces of the bad governance I speak of 
(I’m sure readers can easily cite more): (1) self-serving 
leaders and decision-makers, (2) nonenforcement of laws 
and policies, (3) overcentralized decision-making, (4) sa-
distic government processes and requirements, and (5) 
regulatory capture. I didn’t bother to separately list graft 
and corruption, which could well be our worst enemy, as I 
see little need to elaborate on what it does to us, whether 
individually or to our whole economy and society.

Every person elected or appointed to public office motivat-
ed by other than a genuine desire to serve and help lift the 
country up from decades of backwardness, poverty, and 
inequality represents a drag on our country’s progress. 
Unfortunately, it’s hard not to feel that the well-meaning 
ones are the minority and that we’re largely at the mer-
cy of people out to gain and perpetuate their wealth and 
power. Why we keep electing the wrong kinds of leaders is 
something we must come to grips with.

Poor execution and enforcement of policies and laws lower 
overall business confidence and our general attractiveness 
to job-creating investments. Where those who break the 
rules are the ones who get ahead, even the obedient are 
led to follow suit—and the rule of law breaks down.

Overcentralized decision-making is a problem I’ve always 
encountered in visits to our rural areas over many years. I 
usually ask common folk what they would ask if they had 
one wish that government could grant—and what they are 
actually getting. Invariably, government misses out on 
their greatest need, as the tendency for “one-size-fits-all” 
approaches conceived at the national level leads to ill-de-
signed interventions that are unresponsive to actual prob-
lems on the ground. There’s a propensity for approaches 
that involve large-scale centralized procurement (of fertil-
izers, seeds, medicines, etc.), never mind that these may 
not necessarily be what’s needed out where the problems 
are—and we all know why.

Unnecessarily cumbersome procedures and documentary 
requirements, often redundant and bordering on sadistic, 
face anyone needing something from the government, be 
it a clearance, permit, license, registration, or other doc-
uments. I’ve written time and again about the seeming-
ly pervasive mindset among government bureaucrats to 

throw as many hurdles as they could in the way of ordi-
nary citizens. It’s especially true for those wanting to set 
up a business. The unduly high cost of time, effort, and 
money needed to open, start up, and maintain an enter-
prise dampens, rather than encourages job creation via 
entrepreneurship. Little wonder that the unemployment 
rate in the country is consistently the highest among our 
peers—even with millions of Filipinos already employed 
overseas—as our government makes it unnecessarily 
more difficult to create jobs.

Where regulated monopolistic or oligopolistic firms actu-
ally are the ones in control of their regulators, this facil-
itates and strengthens monopolistic forces in our econo-
my, thereby fostering higher costs in key industries. This 
in turn raises costs in downstream economic activities, 
harming their competitiveness and that of the economy 
as a whole.

Some three decades ago, I presided over the formulation 
of an ambitious national development plan that had all 
the ingredients to bring our country prominently back into 
the world map. With then President Fidel V. Ramos at the 
helm, we made positive moves in that direction. But it’s 
often said that our plans have always been good, but we 
are miserable failures in execution. It is bad leadership 
and bad governance that has led to what another colum-
nist describes as a broken system that has resulted in 
our country’s perennial underachievement—and the last 
is an understatement. We badly need selfless leaders who 
will break our curse of bad governance, and we can only 
pray that our current leaders would take that challenge 
to heart.

—————-
cielito.habito@gmail.com
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I thank MAP, led by President Dick Du-Baladad, 
for initiating this forum to promote the 
Philippines as an investment destination. 

The Philippines is on a remarkable journey 
toward recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The GDP growth rate soared to 7.6% in 2022, up 
from 5.7% in 2021. However, as we enter 2023, 
we see slower growth amid headwinds, such as 
the global economic slowdown and the prevailing 
high inflation. Thankfully, the ADB forecasts the 
Philippine economy to grow by 6.0% this year, 
still on track to becoming an upper-middle-income 
country.

Central to the government’s efforts in fortifying 
our economy is the focus on attracting foreign 
and local investors, ensuring that the Philippines 
becomes a thriving business and industrial hub 
in the region. Investments are a top priority, as 
they create jobs and stimulate economic activities 
nationwide. We see investments as the driver of 
our trade strategy and performance. 

For 2023, the Board of Investments (BOI) aims 
to secure PHP1.5 trillion in investment incentives 
approvals. During the first quarter of 2023, total 
investment projects approved by the BOI reached 
nearly PHP 500 billion, a staggering 155% surge 
compared to the same period in 2022. BOI foreign 
investment approvals also accelerated to PHP 
165 billion during the same period, marking a 
four-times increase. Thanks to the recent game-
changing policy reforms, we anticipate an influx 
of investments that will invigorate our economy.

The Senate’s recent ratification of the Regional 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) 
Agreement is a notable policy action. For the 
Philippines, the RCEP enhances regional trade 

and provides more comprehensive market access, 
among other benefits. This agreement grants our 
exporters access to a market of 2.3 billion people 
and enables Philippine exporters to expand into 
the ASEAN-plus-One countries[ Ten ASEAN 
countries (namely, Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, 
Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, 
Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam) plus Australia, 
China, Japan, New Zealand, and South Korea.] 
with zero or low tariff rates.

For instance, RCEP will prove advantageous 
for the Philippine garments industry, allowing 
garment makers to source fabrics from 14 other 
RCEP countries, including China, and export 
their products to Japan at a preferential tariff. 
Such a wider cumulation of raw materials was not 
possible previously since the rules of origin under 
the ASEAN-Japan Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership (AJCEP) and the Philippine-Japan 
Economic Partnership Agreement (PJEPA) restrict 
Philippine exporters to source fabrics only from 
Japan and the ASEAN countries.

Another beneficiary of RCEP is the fish 
canning factories. Canning factories can source 
raw materials from non-RCEP countries and 
produce canned tuna for export to RCEP countries 
at preferential tariffs. Some canneries source their 
tuna from non-RCEP countries, such as Papua New 
Guinea and Norway. With RCEP, their exports 
to Japan will now qualify for preferential tariffs 
instead of higher import tariffs under the existing 
bilateral agreement and the ASEAN-plus-Japan 
agreement, even if some of the inputs are imported 
from non-RCEP countries. Many more industries 
stand to benefit from RCEP.

We are all familiar with the recent reforms 
amending the Retail Trade Liberalization Act, 
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Public Service Act, and Foreign Investments 
Act to ease restrictions on foreign ownership of 
certain businesses. At the same time, the amended 
Foreign Investments Act also empowers micro, 
small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs) to find 
potential foreign partners and investors. Moreover, 
the Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for 
Enterprises Act (CREATE) offers foreign investors 
more attractive and rationalized incentives for as 
long as 40 years. 

To enhance the ease of doing business in the 
country, the President signed Executive Order 
No. 18 in February this year, establishing Green 
Lanes for Strategic Investments. Initiated by DTI 
and BOI, this executive order addresses investors’ 
standing back with many pain points, they say, to 
investors getting more traffic. This EO addresses 
investors’ challenges through a comprehensive, 
whole-of-government approach, easing barriers 
across multiple regulatory agencies. It introduces 
a One-Stop Action Center at BOI to serve as a 
single point of entry for strategic investments—
highly desirable and valued at least USD 1 million. 
The EO streamlines the processing of permits and 
licenses for BOI-endorsed strategic investments by 
creating Green Lanes at the national government 
agencies (NGAs) and local government units 
(LGUs).

These reforms, as mentioned above, are set to 
attract increased investments moving forward. We 
want investments that will enable the Philippines 
to leapfrog and quickly advance to higher-
value industrialization by skipping intermediate 
stages of development, which we already missed 
relative to our neighboring countries. We are 
particularly interested in investments that promote 
advancements in science, technology, and 
innovation (STI) and foster innovative industries. 
By positioning STI and digital technologies at the 
forefront of our country’s industrialization, our 
industries will be better equipped to transform 
themselves and compete in the domestic and 
global markets. Innovation and the development of 
new technologies create new goods and services, 
stimulate the growth of industries, and expand 
production capacities. As a result, our enterprises 
will be able to generate higher-quality and better-
paying job opportunities for our people and get us 
closer to our dream of shared prosperity for all. 

We aim to build a dynamic industry ecosystem 
with four industrial clusters as primary sources of 
growth. These clusters are the following:

1. Industrial, Manufacturing, 
and Transport (IMT) cluster;

2. Technology, Media, and 

Telecommunications (TMT) cluster;

3. Health and Life Science (HLS) cluster; 
and

4. Modern Basic Needs and Resilient 
Economy cluster.

These industrial clusters will benefit from 
the reconfiguration of global value chains 
brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
rapid technological innovations, the growing 
servicification of manufacturing, and the 
geopolitical shifts. These are also industries in 
which the Philippines has already developed the 
requisite competencies.

Within the Industrial, Manufacturing, and 
Transport cluster, we are eager to attract investments 
in aerospace, automotive, semiconductors, and 
electronics. For example, our country is home to 
Collins Aerospace, the world’s leading aircraft 
interiors company, and Lufthansa Technik, a top-
notched aircraft maintenance, repair, and overhaul 
provider.

Our country is eager to join the global electric 
vehicle (EV) value chain as the global shift toward 
green products such as electric vehicles (EVs) gains 
momentum in response to climate change concerns. 
We welcome foreign investments introducing 
relevant EV technologies and capitalize on our 
abundant green metals, such as nickel, copper, and 
cobalt. The Philippines can be a critical partner 
for these essential minerals, not as an exporter of 
raw ores but mainly as a processor and producer 
of semi-finished and finished products, such as 
batteries.

In the semiconductor and electronics sectors, 
we seek foreign investments that promote higher 
value addition, including skills enhancement in 
R&D, to improve business prospects for firms in 
the Outsourced Semiconductor Assembly and Test 
operation. We like them to go up the value chain 
doing, for example, IC design. 

Within the Technology, Media, and 
Telecommunications cluster, we aim to engage 
investors in developing our digital economy, 
IT-BPM, hyperscale data centers, and products 
utilizing artificial intelligence, robotics, and the 
Internet of Things. We encourage investors to 
leverage our BPOs and shared services centers, 
most of which (about 82%) already cater to global 
markets.

Investors in our creative industries, also part of 
the TMT cluster, can now benefit from the newly 
passed Philippine Creative Industries Development 
Act (PCIDA), the implementation of which is being 
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led by DTI. The PCIDA recognizes creativity as 
a cornerstone of our national identity, and, in line 
with this, we will establish the Creative Venture 
Fund. This fund will finance creative enterprises 
and individuals as they expand their pursuits, 
fostering a vibrant and innovative creative sector. 

In the Health and Life Sciences cluster, we are 
committed to fostering a strategic security role and 
creating opportunities for our country. We invite 
investments in pharmaceutical products, medical 
devices, and health management systems.  

Moreover, the Modern Basic Needs and 
Resilient Economy cluster addresses the essential 
needs of Filipino consumers, such as food, goods, 
and energy. We recognize the critical importance 
of food security in achieving sustainable and 
inclusive economic growth. Consequently, we 
welcome investments in agribusiness, agriculture 
technology, food processing and packaging, and 
aquaculture. We are moving towards industrialized 
farming, and the big challenge is land consolidation. 

The Philippines is also dedicated to transitioning 
to renewable energy (RE) as outlined in the 
Philippine Energy Plan for 2020 to 2040. Our 
National RE Program aims for 50% RE generation 
by 2040. With recent reforms allowing foreigners 
to own up to 100% of RE projects in the country, 
we are working to increase the share of renewables 
in our national power generation.

We firmly believe that dependable 
infrastructure is essential for businesses investing 
in the Philippines. Following the President’s 
directives, we are committed to building better and 
more extensive transport, energy, information and 
communications technology, and food logistics 
infrastructure. Connecting our ecozones, trade 
centers, and manufacturing and logistics hubs will 
facilitate vibrant trade and balanced growth among 
regions. This strategy will address transport and 
logistics constraints, energy shortages and costs, 
and connectivity issues hindering economic 
activities.

For instance, we are making significant progress 
on the 147-kilometer commuter rail connecting our 
technology industrial sites in CALABARZON, 
south of Manila, to Clark Airport, north of Manila. 
Other noteworthy projects are in other parts of the 
country in transport infrastructure. 

Another attractive aspect of investing in the 
Philippines is our commitment to developing a 
skilled workforce. Preparing our workforce for 
the future is crucial, as we encourage employers 
to upskill workers while also recognizing the 
importance of aligning our learning systems with 
learning institutions. With approximately close 

to 800,000 thousand Filipino graduates annually, 
companies should find recruiting our intelligent, 
young, tech-savvy, and productive workforce 
promising. Note that our country has a large and 
young population, which is a significant attraction 
to foreign investors. We also have the youngest 
population in our region. 

DTI supports the Advanced Manufacturing 
Workforce Development Alliance launched 
recently by the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID). This five-
year, PHP 622 million partnership with Unilab 
Foundation aims to train Filipino workers to meet 
the evolving demands of the manufacturing sector. 
We also support AmDev’s goal of improving the 
capacity of our education system to develop human 
capital in line with Industry 4.0 requirements.

Investors, especially foreign investors, are 
crucial in accelerating the Philippines’ economic 
development. We aim for them to recognize the 
potential of our country’s economic growth, 
investment landscape, and enabling environment. 

We encourage them to invest in our 

priority clusters for industrialization, 

and we pledge to support them as 

they capitalize on our reforms. Our 

continuing message inviting investors 

remains steadfast: make it happen in 

the Philippines.

Thank you! Mabuhay tayong lahat!
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15 Please register thru the link below:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfoWG-

fLKi5Z_5368MNbn1mugsr9vOHz1sZbLDzvp_3seAj8Iw/

viewform?usp=sf_link
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Eulogy for 
Amb. ALBERT F. 
DEL ROSARIO

by 
Atty. BENEDICTA “Dick” 

DU-BALADAD

April 24, 2023, Monday | 2:00 PM to 3:00 PM
Chapels of Santuario de San Antonio

Forbes Park, Makati City

-----

Good afternoon, everyone!

First, allow me, on behalf of the Board of 
Governors and the more than 1,100 members of 
the Management Association of the Philippines,  
to express our sincerest condolences to Mrs. 
Gretchen and the entire family of Ambassador 
Albert del Rosario, whom we will greatly miss.

Let me also thank Father Arnold Eramiz for 
officiating this afternoon’s mass, the Vocalismo 
Choral Group for providing the songs for the mass, 
our mass readers, and those who will do the series 
of Eulogy after me.

I thank all of you for joining today’s mass which 
we are offering for Ambassador del Rosario who 
served as MAP President in 2007. 

We thank Ambassador del Rosario for his many 
contributions to MAP and for introducing many “first’ 
that are continued to be nurtured today. He started 
the drive to increase and sustain the total MAP 
membership at over 1,000. Today, we are more 
than 1,100 and increasing every month. In line with 
this drive, he initiated a MAP Mini-GMM in Cebu in 
2007 where he personally inducted about 15 new 
MAP members who are based in the Visayas. Until 
now, we still hold Mini-GMMs in Cebu.  On May 12, 
we will hold one and will induct about 20 members. 

With a membership base of 1,000, Amb. del 
Rosario envisioned that MAP will achieve a critical 
mass to enable a greater exercise of influence and 
relevance with both the business community and 
the government in the promotion of management 
excellence. Today, MAP is now the organization 
that Amb. Del Rosario has envisioned.

He also started the weekly “MAP Insights” column 

in BusinessWorld every Tuesday. 

It was during his term when the MAP CEO Academy 
was institutionalized as the MAP’s umbrella brand 
for all management development fora and other 
learning activities on leadership and management 
to address the continuing education needs of MAP 
members and other management practitioners. 

He initiated the health care coverage of all regular 
employees of MAP as well as their spouses and 
children. 

MAP conferred the “MAP Management Man of the 
Year 2014” award on  Amb. del Rosario for raising 
the standards of economic diplomacy by pursuing 
an independent and principled foreign policy, and 
for standing firmly in staunchly defending the 
Philippine national interest in the global arena.

Ambassador del Rosario has set a leadership 
example that Filipino professional managers 
should emulate through his track record of integrity, 
professional competence, and strong leadership in 
his management career in both public and private 
sectors.

He will forever be remembered for being a paragon 
of statesmanship and management excellence for 
nation-building, and for his overwhelming love of 
country. 

Farewell to an extraordinary leader, an exemplary 
public servant and a genuine patriot!

We will certainly miss you, Ambassador del Rosario!
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